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The famous sentence from the 1987 Brundtland Report ‘Our Common Future’ defines everything of importance 
in sustainable development:

The technical terms for these two focus areas are ‘intragenerational equity’ and ‘intergenerational equity’, 
finding the right balance within an existing generation, but even more for the next generations, both in how we 
treat nature, and how we treat each other. Taking this as an abstract duty or obligation, asked by all rightsholders, 
is a challenge for a bank that operates in an unsustainable finance industry, being complicit to finance only or 
primarily more growth and more debt, and only slowly accepting the direct and indirect consequences of that. The 
question that arises is critical: ‘how would the bank even know when their activities lead to more regeneration 
and not just less degeneration?’ This would describe the tipping point where minimum ‘sustainability’ for this 
and future generations is achieved? At this moment nobody knows. 

This r3.0 Case Study #1 drills deeper into how GLS Bank has applied ‘necessary know-how’ to set a framework, 
structure and multi-year program to be able to answer this crucial intra- and intergenerational question posed 
to all of us in the Brundtland Report. As r3.0 Managing Director Ralph Thurm also acknowledged in the foreword 
to GLS Bank’s 2020 Sustainability Report, published end of June 2021.

4 THE DISCUSSION ABOUT ‘TRUE’ SUSTAINABILITY

THE DISCUSSION ABOUT ‘TRUE’ SUSTAINABILITY

GLS Bank Integrated Report 2020 (in 2021)
Foreword by Ralph Thurm, Managing Director r3.0

‚Sustainability requires contextualization within available resource limits. That‘s actually what sustainability is 
all about’. This sentence from GRI Co-founder Dr Allen White has been a guideline since the beginning of our 
activities at r3.0 (Redesign for Resilience and Regeneration). But where are these limits and the allocation of a 
fair share of these resources for the users of a bioregion, beyond man-made, artificial boundaries. When do we 
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know when we are sustainable, what is minimally good enough, or when we give more than we take in order to 
preserve the livelihood of future generations? The astonishing thing is that in more than 70,000 sustainability 
reports published so far, no answer is given, many are satisfied with proving that the organisation has become 
better - or less bad than last year or the industry average - proof of real sustainability still fails altogether. GRI, 
which has been requiring this evidence since 2002 through the ‚sustainability context‘ principle, does not 
answer this question either, as do all other reporting standards or frameworks, but also all ratings, rankings or 
indices. Who is ‚best in class‘ of those who have gotten less bad? A statement of real sustainability is not possible 
this way. This vividly summarizes the shortcoming of the current ESG regime.

Who other than the GLS Bank in Germany would be better placed to put an end to this? The GLS Bank decided this 
year as one of around 25 companies from all over the world to participate in the ‚Thresholds of Transformation‘ 
project by r3.0 and UNRISD, in which the resource limits and allocations for 33 core sustainability indicators are 
meticulously determined and have been tested. This year‘s GLS sustainability report is the start of a multi-year 
project to take a position on this as a bank. With this, the GLS Bank is presenting the first ‚real‘ sustainability 
report globally in terms of structure, and partly also covered by initial content. This is a milestone in the history 
of sustainability and at the same time an invitation to all companies in the world to show their colours as well. In 
addition to risk minimization, strategic alignment and product innovation, this report is also an invitation to the 
new generation of banks and financial innovators to now follow the path of ‘real sustainability.’ They owe it to us 
all, our children are demanding it on the streets already.

The procedure of the GLS Bank to determine the effects of the bank on the six ‚capitals‘ nature, people, 
relationships, knowledge, money and attitude and to define target states within the framework of existing 
budgets, which are derived from socio-ecological-economic ideal states are so far unique. GLS Bank uses ‚stocks 
and‘ flows‘ (which is what doing business in principle is all about) and considers both ‚inside-out‘ and ‚outside-
in‘ effects and accounts for these as depreciation (destruction of value) and appreciation (creation of value). 
In this way, all impact flows can be interpreted as sustainable or non-sustainable. The necessary data in this 
context are determined and supplemented piece by piece. This is what future viability and real transparency 
for sustainability look like. As r3.0, we are particularly proud that the ‚New Impetus‘ for true sustainability 
reporting is used as a generic framework for reporting on purpose, success and scalability. That‘s what really 
interests the reader!

The goal of creating Sustainable Finance is predicated on the assumption that we currently live in an 
Unsustainable Finance regime. Empirical evidence – such as the Planetary Boundaries, Doughnut Economics, 
Ecological Footprint, and Great Acceleration research streams – substantiate systemic unsustainability as fact. 
Indeed, our current system is best defined as inhabiting advanced stages of overshoot-and-collapse. So clearly, 
transformation is required, if humanity wishes to create a truly sustainable finance system that can fuel the 
transition to a Regenerative & Distributive Economy. In its Sustainable Finance Blueprint r3.0 was asking: do 
current Sustainable Finance initiatives set us on a path of transformation to such new and sufficient finance and 
economic systems? The fundamental answer: A resounding no. 

So how to cure the deficits of existing Financial Market Logic, so deeply engrained into our degenerative economic 
system thinking? And how can a bank as GLS Bank respond to that and use the power of transformation? r3.0 
proposed a radically broad perspective in which is recommended three areas for transformational change: 
enabling factors, activation factors, and transformation factors.

THE NEED FOR SUSTAINABLE FINANCE

 https://www.r3-0.org/blueprint-6-sustainable-finance/ 
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Enabling Factors

Framing Enablers

Eight Principles of a Regenerative Economy: Apply the eight Principles of Regenerative Economics 
to align the design of financial systems with living systems dynamics.

Nine Disclosure Principles of a Regenerative & Distributive Economy:  Filter reporting — and 
reporting standards and systems — through the nine Disclosure Principles of a Regenerative & 
Distributive Economy.

Process Enablers

Eight Principles for Governing a Commons: Integrate the eight Principles for Governing a Commons 
into the foundational structure of finance systems.

Eight Elements of Civic Fiduciary / Equity Culture: Apply the elements of Civic Fiduciary / Equity 
Culture as a complementary means of enhancing the Commons.

Activation Factors

Scope

From ESG Integration to Threshold Investing: Align investment and finance systems with ecological 
and social thresholds that define a safe and just operating space for life on earth.

From Monocapitalism to Multicapitalism: Assess impacts of finance in the context of the carrying 
capacities of the capitals as a means of supporting the paradigm shift to Multicapitalism.

From Impact Valuation to System Value Creation: Assess System Value Creation, focusing on the 
sustainability of ecological and social impacts, before applying Impact Valuation.

Policy & Governance

From Fiduciary Duty to Strategic Duty: Campaign to redefine Fiduciary Duty to align with 
beneficiaries’ strategic best interests, namely, long-term System Value creation.

From Alpha Generation to Beta Activism: Abandon Alpha as the measure of investment success, 
and replace it with Beta Activism, or advocacy for healthy markets.

From Dirty Lobbying to Positive Lobbying: Shift the orientation of lobbying from entrenching 
negative effects, such as exacerbating climate change, to supporting positive transformations, such 
as supporting climate action.

Engagement

From Tea & Biscuits Engagement to Forceful Stewardship: Adopt an assertive stance of Forceful 
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Stewardship through industry-scale engagement to shift entire sectors toward sustainability.

From Competitive Advantage to Collaborative Advantage to Collaborative Advocation: Recognize 
the merging of self-interest and collective interest when risks become systemic and existential, thus 
calling for joint advocacy for new operating system constraints aligned with ecological and social 
thresholds.

Practice & Performance

From Scenario Analysis to Transformation Planning: All finance actors produce specific plans for 
transformation in response to emerging realities, and compel the entities they finance to do the same.

From Outside-In Enterprise & Portfolio Risk to Inside-Out Systemic & Existential Risk:  Expand 
risk radars to encompass both outside-in and inside-out risk horizontally, and vertically extending to 
include systemic and existential risk.

Transformation Factors

Foundational Transformation Factors

Holism: Base economic and finance system design on holism, recognizing the inherent 
interconnectivity of complex adaptive systems.

Economies as Ecosystems: Design economies as ecosystems, following the principles that govern all 
other living systems.

Regeneration: Adopt regeneration as the general specification for economic and finance system 
design, embracing sustainability as the baseline.

Functional Transformation Factors

Multiscale (Bioregional): Adopt the bioregion as the locus of attention for scale-linking 
transformations up and down.
Post-Growth: Shift to Post-Growth strategies that satisfy the core needs of all living beings within 
the carrying capacities of resource bases.

Mutualism:  Actively dismantle dominance-based economic and finance systems, replacing them 
with mutualistic economies and finance systems.

GLS Bank fulfils the majority of these factors through their approach to banking. The participation in the 
above-mentioned r3.0/UNRISD Sustainable Development Performance Indicators Project in 2021 and the 
consequent logic of the r3.0 ‘New Impetus’ on reporting were logic consequences of that clear-set ambition. 

https://www.unrisd.org/unrisd/website/projects.nsf/(httpProjects)/B2A0A8A40BE9308CC12583350053ACDF?OpenDocument 
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It is no surprise that GLS bank took unique action towards true sustainability measurement and reporting. Their 
‘Why GLS Bank’ sub-page of their website explains in more depth:

r3.0 published its Reporting Blueprint in 2017. This Blueprint fulfilled two main tasks: establishing the ideal 
of a regenerative and distributive economy as the basis to ’back-cast’ from, in order to define what areas in the 
micro-meso-and macro approach to regeneration needed to be tackled simultaneously, and to start defining 
recommendations for ‘true sustainability reporting’. 

At r3.0 we appreciated the clear and backcasting-oriented mindset, something that connected us right from 
the start. At r3.0 we take strength of having developed a pretty clear ‘ideal’ of a regenerative & distributive 
economy before we started our Blueprint-based Work Ecosystem.

At GLS Bank certain industries or practices are explicitly excluded (nuclear energy; coal energy; armor and 
weapons; biocides and pesticides; genetic engineering in agriculture; factory farming; violation of human and 
labor rights), their ‘investment and financing principles’ (in German) are detailed in a specific brochure that 
defines negative and positive criteria. Favorable investments are seen in renewable energy; food, organic 
agriculture and forestry; habitation; education & culture, social & health, financial services, microfinance, 
mobility and sustainable economy. GLS Bank has installed an ‘independent investment committee’ and GLS-
own research is supporting balanced investment decisions.

‘Because we are uniquely sustainable - with our sustainable banking business, we have been 
setting future-oriented standards for responsible business practices and for social change 
- since 1974. Our understanding of sustainability focuses on people. We have concrete 
pictures of our good future that we would like to realize together with you and are constantly 
measuring how your money will work.’

‘We set future-oriented standards for responsible business and social change. With this goal 
in mind, we worked with customers and employees to develop images of how we imagine a 
future worth living in. We have assigned indicators to these goals with which we can make 
them measurable.’

GLS BANK - THE ‘PERFECT CANDIDATE’

A ‘NEW IMPETUS’ FOR TRUE SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING

https://www.r3-0.org/blueprint-1-reporting/ 
https://www.gls.de/media/PDF/Broschueren/GLS_Bank/gls_anlage-und_finanzierungsgrundsaetze.pdf
https://www.gls.de/privatkunden/gls-bank/gls-nachhaltigkeit/gls-anlage-und-finanzierungskriterien/
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After a couple of years of discussion in various fora and projects r3.0 presented the ‘New Impetus’, a concise 
logic of what is really of interest for readers of sustainability reports. It was not meant to be to replace existing 
approaches, standards or frameworks to reporting, but to position them in a logic structure, and allowing a 
clear connection between the purpose of an organization, how it defines success in the light of sustainability 
context, and how the organization would continue to educate, collaborate and advocate from its very own 
micro perspective towards the meso level (an industry, a portfolio, a bioregion) and finally the systemic macro 
level of the economy, the ecology and the society. Also, this Blueprint established the idea that materiality 
determinations are impossible without a proper sustainability context focus on all capitals involved, something 
that r3.0 developed further over time to determine a ‘Total Contribution’ through ‘System Value Creation’.

The idea was also to simplify and streamline sustainability reporting contents around these three main areas of 
interest and describe the outcomes of that to increase trust in the organization, increase resilience against risks, 
and to increase innovation potentials through the transparency created. 

GLS Bank adopted that logic and adapted it slightly, as the starting page of their sustainability report website 
shows. The bank decided to add ‘Attitude’ as the glue between purpose, success and scalability. Every year GLS 
Bank plans on adding a focus chapter to their overall approach.

To ensure the greatest possible comparability of our 
report, we have mainly follower the recommendations 
of the ‚Reporting Blueprint‘ from r3.0.

According to r3.0, reports should convey an all-round 
complete understanding of sustainability on the 
interest of the reader, reporting on the core areas of 
„Purpose“, „Success“ and „Scalability“.

By adhering to these principles, companies can 
contribute to the sustainable development of society 
through their reporting.

By being clear about their vision and their 
understanding of impact and success, companies 
foster trust in their company, as well as its innovative 
capacity and resilience.
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These 4 parts of the New Impetus Approach of GLS Bank are then broken down in their specific parts and are 
described in all depth in the various click-throughs:

Scalability

SuccessAttitude and opinions

Focus chapter: Agriculture

Purpose

PURPOSE
We are pioneers in sustainable banking and put our 
customers money to good use. Find out what we mean 
by the purpose of our work in our sustainability report:

• Mission 
• Presentation of the bank
• Sustainability management
• Visions of change
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SUCCESS - GLS Impact  Transparency 
Impact measurement is at the heart of our transparency. 
In our vision statements, we have defined the goals we 
are pursuing in our six sectors. In the chapter „Impact 
Transparency“ we describe, how we impact these 
visions in socio-ecological terms through our lending 
activities.

It is not enough for us to change only what we can 
directly influence. For sustainable development we 
need change in society as a whole. In this chapter 
SCALABILITY, you will learn how we get involved 
politically, how we advocate efor socio-ecological 
financial education and in which networks we are 
active.

• Renewable energies 
• Agriculture & Food
• Housing
• Education & Culture
• Social & Health
• Sustainable Business

• Political demands
• Education
• Working in ecosystems
• Events

ATTITUDE AND OPINIONS

Our attitude describes the basis on which we 
make decisions. Find out which criteria form 
our attitude and opinions are based on and 
how we make sustainable banking tangible.

• Mission statement
• Core values
• Lending principles
• Investment and financing principles
• Understanding of sustainability
• Qualities of money
• Sustainability in own investments
• Transparency at all levels
• Reporting
• Impact transparency
• United Nations Principles for Responsible Banking
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r3.0’s approach to measurement and reporting can be summarized in one sentence: ‘a context- based 
multicapitalism approach to achieve transparency about the system value creation of any organisation.’ GLS 
Bank adopted both concepts for their approach. The used the term ‘values’ instead of ‘capitals’, as they think it 
better reflects their attitude towards the use of such values. Others call them resources. 

GLS Bank recognizes the failure of Monocapitalism and therefore supports Multicapitalism. This is an area that 
r3.0 has specifically addressed in their Whitepaper ‘From Monocapitalism to Multicapitalism: 21st Century 
System Value Creation. Lead Author and r3.0 Senior Director Bill Baue writes: 

‘The promised progress of the Monocapitalist paradigm, predicated on Economic Growth Theory, actually 
generates decapitalization, whereby increases in one capital (financial) come at a cost to other capitals (natural, 
human, social, intellectual, and constructed), resulting in overall devaluation that not only destroys System 
Value, but also aggregates to create systemic risks – and ultimately existential risks.’

‘Multicapitalism does not seek to continual growth of any single capital, but rather seeks to dynamically balance 
all capitals, as measured with respect to their carrying capacities. The seminal 1972 Club of Rome Limits to 
Growth report brought into our collective consciousness the concept of carrying capacity, which distinguishes 
sustainable and regenerative systems on the one hand, from unsustainable systems that trigger overshoot-
and-collapse dynamics on the other hand. The carrying capacity concept applies to both ecological and social 
sustainability thresholds, which can be allocated to the sub-system levels – such as the company, portfolio, or 
national level – hence the notion of thresholds and allocations.‘

CONTEXT-BASED MULTICAPITALISM - A NEW ‘TAXONOMY’ FOR 
DEFINING TRUE ‘SUSTAINABLE SUCCESS’
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GLS Bank worked on making the use of their values context-based, exactly through the consequent use of 
thresholds and allocations. That’s why the bank wholeheartedly supported the r3.0/UNRISD pilot project 
‘Thresholds of Transformation’, in which r3.0 was charged to develop context-based Sustainable Development 
Performance Indicators and piloted it throughout 2021. GLS Bank took benefit of using the structural logic for 
setting the frame for a multi-year reporting process, allowing the addition of more and more current data in 
areas not yet fully assessed. 

In order to determine the sustainability performance GLS Bank created thresholds for the values in use. These 
budgets are the actual allocations, based on the carrying capacities of these values, the thresholds in other 
words. For quantitative thresholds, GLS Bank applied “Budgets”, in other words: thresholds that must not be 
overreached in order to sustain our working environment. For qualitative thresholds GLS Bank rather defined 
“Ideal States” describing which status must be reached. 
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 COMPLETENESS FIRST - DOUBLE MATERIALITY FOLLOWS

At the beginning of the process GLS Bank spent time and resources for a complete scan of the organization, 
defining the different sets of values they use, see this screenshot from their interactive website:

Attitude and opinions

Knowledge

Humans

Relationships

Nature

Money

Per value the assessment then looks at 
stocks of that value and defines elements 
as sub-stocks. These are the basis for two 
sorts of flows: depreciating flows that 
destroy value, and appreciative flows 
that rejoice and enhance value. This logic 
is applied throughout the whole report. 
See below one example for the value 
‘relationships’, all others can be found and 
clicked through in the online interactive 
report.
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Getting to this level of granularity is actually necessary to discover ‘outside-in’ risk and ‘inside-out risk’ of the 
GLS Bank activities. How would it be possible to assess these risks without that level of granularity, one might 
ask. But that’s what’s happening in classical risk assessments all the time, mostly limited to ‘outside-in’ risk. GLS 
Banks approach is different and first looks at appreciating flows of sub-stocks as well as depreciating flows of 
sub-stocks on ‘External Impact (outside-in perspective) and the ‘Impacts of GLS Bank’ (inside-out perspective).

This two-sided feedback loop is now proposed in standard-setting as ‘Double Materiality’. At r3.0 we have 
always argued that both is needed to make any materiality decision and be able to have a proper conversation 
with rightsholders. Or to say it differently: this breakdown and granularity are needed to actually make proper 
materiality determinations possible. 

EXAMPLE 1: NATURE

Value > Nature 
Stock > Atmosphere
Element > Climate Regulation

We understand the value NATURE to represent all naturally occuring renewable and non-renewable resources. 
From water to wood to fresh air to breathe, nature forms the basis for all life and all economic activity. In 
addition to material resources, nature also provides regulating ecosystems or cycles, such as climate regulation, 
which make life on earth possible. However, by overexploriting natural resources, humanity is endangering 
the natures stock: forests are shrinking, oceans are acidifying, soils are degrading and a a result the climate is 
changing. In its mission statement, the GLS Bank has committed itself to the protection of our natural resources.  
It fulfills this commitment in particular in its lending, as the core business of a bank, and in the management of its 
business operations. We show how our everyday banking operations, including all financing, depend on nature, 
and what our impact is.
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A part of our sustainability report, we first divide NATURE 
into four areas:

• Atmosphere
• Biosphere
• Soil
• Water

This enables us to provide a holistic picture 
of our impact and dfependancy on nature and 
it being intact.

The ATMOSPHERE is the mass of air that surrounds the Earth like a shell. Through its composition of various 
gases and particles, it protects us from life-threathening radiation and regulates the climate on Earth. It also 
provides pollination for plants through winds or nourishment for soils through precipitation.

Without the protective atmosphere and the natural greenhouse effect our plant with an average temperature 
of minus 18°C would not be habitable for humans at all! Climate regulation is sensitively influenced by humans: 
In particular the burning of fossil fuels increases the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere, which disrupts 
climate. The earth warmes and the natural greenhouse effect intensifies.

In our sustainability report, we focus on our impact on the ecosystem performance of climate regulation, as the 
threat of climate collapse is one of the moste threatening crises of our time and requires special attention.

The average temperature on Earth has risen by more than 1°C since the beginning of industrialization. In 
Germany, it is already 1.5°C. If we do not drastically reduce greenhouse gas emissions, the average temperature 
will rise up by up to 4.1°C by the end of the century. But human life is only possible in the current climate.

At 4.1°C warming, life as we know it would no longer be possible. In order to preserve our livehoods, we muste 
therefore make every effort, collectively and internationally, to limit global warming to 1.5 or an absolute 
maximum of 2°C.

197 countries have committed to this goal by signing the Paris Agreement on climate protection. The agreement 
requires us to reduce our green-house gas emissions worldwide to zero as quickly as possible. The rule is: the 
sooner, the better. The later, the more drastic.
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BUDGET

To ensure that the ecosystem service CLIMATE REGULATION is not disrupted by the man-made greenhouse 
effect, we humans may only emit a certain budget of greenhouse gases. In order to meet the 1.5°C target, the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change specifies a budget of 420 gigations of CO2 that we are still allowed 
to emit.

If we continue as before, the budget of th 1.5°C target will be used up in seven years. These figures make it 
clear: We must act! Therefore, as GLS Bank, we are striving the reduce our emissions from banking operations 
and lending. While our banking operations are carbon neutral, we are working to take further steps to avoid 
emissions.

In addition, we are politically committed to more climate protection.

OUTSIDE-IN FLOWS: EXTERNAL IMPACTS > APPRECIATING FLOWS

Regulatory requirements when considering climate risks

Across Europe, banking regulators and central banks are calling on financial institutions to consider sustainability 
and especially climate risks in ther risk management. After all, climate change poses significant physical risks to 
borrowers and businesses by destroying assets through extreme weather events.

Likewise, transitory risks as conversion costs to a climate-friendly economy threaten emissions-intensive 
business models in particular. The risks that companies face as a result of an increased CO2 price, technical 
retrofits, changes in consumer behaviour or technical innovations must be quantified and integrated into 
existing risk management systems. For banks, risks pose the danger of accumulating in ther investment and 
loan portfolios.

Financial institutions, inclulding GLS Bank, need to develop methods to measure climate risks and incorporate 
them into existing risk processes. In 2020, we started with an initial survey on how our sectors are affected, 
which will be axpanded in the further course to a holistic view of sustainability risks taking into account different 
scenarios. Using the real estate sector as an example, we are identifying rlevant risk drivers and the impact on 
real estate value as well as our risk management in parallel, we ar developing a consulting approach for climate 
risks for our clients. 
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INSIDE-OUT FLOWS: IMPACTS OF GLS BANK > APPRECIATING FLOWS

1.5°C compatibility (XDC) of the loan portfolio and the climate fund.

In 2019, GLS Bank decided to make its entire investment and loan portfolio 1.5°C compatible by 2022. This 
means that global warming could be limited to this level if all companies operated in the same way as those in 
GLS Bank‘s investment and loan portfolio.

Our climate fund an loan portfolio achieved an XDC of well below 2 degrees for 2019 and 2020. This is a very 
positive result, escpecially as the value was the result of a conservative calculation. This gives us scientific 
certainty that our financing and investment decisions are in line with the Paris Climate Agreement. We are 
financing climate protection.

As soon as it is methodologically possible that a 1.5 degree 
scenario is deposited in the calculation of the ratio, we can 
check whether our loan portfolio and our climate fund ar 1.5 
degree compatible.

On the other hand, this result should make us ask the question: 
If the GLS Climate Fund, which is composed according to very 
strict criteria, just manages to limit global warming to below 
2°C, what might the value for conventional funds look like?

Currently we are working on extending the collection of the 
indicator to the GLS Equity Fund, while also bringing it into an 
annual rhythm for our loan portfolio and the Climate Fund.

INSIDE-OUT FLOWS: IMPACTS OF GLS BANK > DEPRECIATING FLOWS

Emmissions resulting from employee-mobility

In 2020, emissions due to employee travel decreased dramatically - the pandemic forced us to consider working 
remotely and resulted in us equipping and encouraging our employees to use a mobile workplace.

In 2020, we increased the number of employees working at least partially remotely from 150 to 695, reducing 
travel-related emissions by 49 percent.

This is a change we will keep after the pandemic, we will continue to offer the option of working remotely so 
that employees can work flexibly from home, saving both time and emissions otherwise resulting from travel.

OUTSIDE-IN FLOWS: EXTERNAL IMPACTS > DEPRECIATING FLOWS

Insufficient climate targets set by policymakers

The German goverment‘s current policy seems at best capable of limiting climate change to 4°C. That is too 
much - the current policy strategy is insufficient. We at GLS Bank are therefore much more ambitious in our 
commitment to climate protection both in our business and politically.
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EXAMPLE 2: RELATIONSHIPS

Value > Relationships 
Stock > Sense of Community
Element > Political Engagement

The value RELATIONSHIPS represents the quality of our relationships with our stakeholders. We have and 
enter into a wide range of relationships with our members, private customers, corporate customers, companies 
in our investment portfolio, network partners, the public, and our suppliers. Together we create socio-ecological 
value and build valuable relationships to drive transformation. We show you how we build and maintain external 
relationships. We also reported on our employees in the chapter on our value „Humans“.

In our sustainability report, we divide the value of 
relationships into three fundamental elements:

• Trust
• Esteem
• Sense of community

Based on this, we show how relationships 
contribute to our vision  of a socio-ecological 
transformation and convey it to the world.
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In the GLS Bank, we live the cooperative principle of solidarity and work nationally and internationally with 
banks, customers, associations, NGOs and many more.

This cooperation is based on a sense of community, which is a key element of intact relationships with our 
stakeholders.

The SENSE OF COMMUNITY is important in the relationships with private customers, corporate customers, 
suppliers, network partners, cempetitors and the public. A common basis of values and motivation are a powerful 
basis for a successful cooperation. We target people who pursue ecological, social or cultural goals and want to 
help creatively shape our society. Together, we develop new forms of banking that are defined by solidarity and 
responsibility to our environment. We work with people and organizations who are as socially active as we 
are and who take responsibility for themselves and others, rgardless of their background or worldview. These 
relationships are characterized by reliability, inventiveness and a willingness to performn.

Ideally there is absolute agreement on common goals and values but there also need to be space for alignment 
when necessary.

OUTSIDE-IN FLOWS: EXTERNAL IMPACTS > APPRECIATING FLOWS

Developing visions with our corporate clients

Our visions of change help us to define targets and show how we think about the future for each of our areas 
of business. For each new loan, the GLS corporate client advisors discuss our future visions with our corporate 
clients as a first step. They hear both suggestions and criticism. In this way, we form common idea of social 
impact.

We regularly ask our customers questions such as:

What goals are important for the social-ecological development of your industry?

What words do we use to describe the will to change?

Can we define common guiding principles with which we can move toward a new way of doing business?
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INSIDE-OUT FLOWS: IMPACTS OF GLS BANK > APPRECIATING FLOWS

Political Engagement

The GLS Bank, in accordance with our mission statement participates in the political decision-making process, 
while maintaining a high level of transparency. We do not engage in direct or systematic lobbying to influence 
political decisionmakers. Participation in political decision-making includes activities within the framework 
of business associations, discussion groups, working groups, etc. We also publish our political and economic 
positions. The main topics of our participation in political opinion-forming are the role of finance and money the 
benefit of people and for the real economy. We publish our positions on thes issues on our website.

The Board of Directors is primarily responsible for relations with the public. It is supported by the 
Communications and Development department and the Eecutive Board department. No donations were made 
to political parties in the reporting period. In general banking matters, we are represente by the „Bundesverband 
der Deutschen Volksbanken und Raiffeisenbanken e.V.“ (BVR).

GLS Band is also active in numerous association and campaigns for its corporate goals and the formations of 
political will.

In order to strenghten and shape our political will formation through our networks, we have set ourselves the 
following sustainability goals in 2021:

 • Raising awareness and networking as well as political work on a levy on sprays and fertilizers with a  
 focus on developing a concrete implementation proposal (by 2021).

 • Raising awareness and networking as well as political work on stronger taxitaion of capital instead  
 of labour income (by 2021).

 • Continuations of socio-political activities for the introduction of a fair CO2 price (ongoing).
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INSIDE-OUT FLOWS: IMPACTS OF GLS BANK > DEPRECIATING FLOWS

Value connection exclusion

Our social-ecological values are the guiding principles for our banking activities and our social commitment. 
This means that we do not work with people who violate our values. However, instead of digging trenches, 
we focus on transparency and clearly communicate the reasons why cooperation is not possible, whether as 
a supplier or as a company in our credit or investment portfolio. By highlighting the reasons for exclusion, we 
create an incentive to meet there requirements and enable future collaboration.

FUTURE INDUSTRY SCENARIOS

GLS Bank is concentrating its banking activities on six sectors and has specific developed visions for these 
sectors, focusing on those areas that need support to change these sectors to become more sustainable or 
regenerative. Consequently, they have developed ‘Qualities of the Future’ that enables to measure and analyze 
the loan portfolio.
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In these in-depth views into the industries, GLS Bank illustrates its impact generated through their loans. For 
example, they have a look at: How many additional hectares for organic agriculture have been financed through 
GLS loans? How many new wind power plants were financed? Also, a critical view on where their impact could 
be increased in the future is applied in these in-depth views. 

NEXT STEPS

The path for reporting chosen by GLS Bank fits with their ambition and attitude for a regional bank with a very 
focused set of engagement in social-ecological banking. For the coming years GLS Bank will further deepen 
the data and expand the perspective in all these various areas of impact (inside-out) and continue to set 
performance into context (outside-in), which will increase the granularity in understanding their business, the 
business of their clients and all other rightsholders. It will inform double materiality prioritisations, and it will 
further support relevant communications. 

More detailed work will also happen in understanding the connectivity between the different values in their 
appreciating and depreciating forms, and how they interrelate to each other. Also, a deeper analysis of their 
future scenarios and their connectivity to the values will be possible.


